
Sections repealed in SB 491 

Section repealed Subject matter Reenacted? 

195.025 Prohibited use of vessels, vehicles and aircraft 

to carry controlled substances 

No 

195.110 User of controlled substance to keep it in 

container in which obtained  

No 

195.135 Allows seizure of controlled substances 

without warrant  

No 

195.213 Unlawful purchase or transport with a minor, 

penalty  

No 

195.214 Distribution of a controlled substance near 

schools, penalty 

579.030 

195.217 Crime of distribution of a controlled 

substance near a park, penalty 

579.030 

195.219 Unlawful endangerment of property, penalty Already codified in 579.070 

195.246 Possession of ephedrine, penalty--possession 

is prima facie evidence of intent to violate 

section  

195.420 

195.256 Unlawful use of trademark or trade name Already a crime under counterfeiting 570.103 

195.285 Prior and persistent offenders--possession, 

imprisonment for.  

579.170 

195.291 Prior and persistent offender imprisonment 

for distribution, delivery, manufacture or 

production.  

579.170 

195.292 Prior drug offenders--unlawful distribution to 

a minor or unlawful purchase or transport 

with a minor--imprisonment for  

579.170 

195.295 Prior and persistent offenders--trafficking 

drugs, second degree, imprisonment for   

579.170 

195.296 Prior offenders--trafficking drugs, first 

degree, imprisonment for  

579.170 

195.369 Burden of proof of registration upon 

defendant  

579.180 

217.360 Delivering contraband to jail inmates 221.111 

306.112 Operating a vessel with excessive blood 

alcohol content  

577.014 

306.114 Intoxication-related boating offense 577.013, 577.020, 577.029, 577.031 – 
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provisions  everything included except subsection 6.  

306.116 Implied consent to chemical tests  577.020 

306.117 Admissibility of chemical tests  577.037 

306.118 Prior offender language  577.001 and 577.023 

306.119 Refusal of a chemical test  577.041 

306.141 Leaving the scene of a vessel accident  577.060 

476.055 Doubly enacted provision dealing with the 

court automation fund 

Another version of 476.055 will remain on 

the books – the difference is in the sunset date 

556.016 Definition of crime  No 

556.022 Provision requiring folks to stop when told by 

an officer  

575.145 

556.051 Definition of what it means to “inject the 

issue”  

556.061 

556.056 Definition of “affirmative defense”   556.061 

556.063 Definitions for computer terms 556.061 

557.046 Requirement that court give notice re: 

sentencing in felony cases  

No 

560.016 Fines for misdemeanors   558.011 with changes 

560.021  Fines for corporations   558.011 with changes 

565.075 Assault while on school property No 

565.081 Assault of a law enforcement officer, 

corrections officer, emergency personnel, 

highway worker, or probation and parole 

officer in the first degree  

All included as special victims under the 

assault offenses 

565.082 Assault of a law enforcement officer, 

corrections officer, emergency personnel, or 

probation and parole officer in the second 

degree 

All included as special victims under the 

assault offenses 

565.083 Assault of a law enforcement officer, 

corrections officer, emergency personnel, 

highway worker, or probation and parole 

officer in the third degree 

All included as special victims under the 

assault offenses 

565.092 Crime of aggravated harassment of an 

employee, which involves employees of the 

department of mental health or law 

enforcement agency 

Similar to endangering a mental health 

employee (565.086), so considered redundant 
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565.149 Definitions  565.002 

565.165 Assisting in child abduction or parental 

kidnapping 

No 

565.169 Restitution  565.153, 565.156 and 565.160 

565.180 First degree elder abuse  No 

565.182 Second degree elder abuse  No 

565.210 Vulnerable person abuse in the first degree No 

565.212 Vulnerable person abuse in the second degree  No 

565.214 Vulnerable person abuse in the third degree No 

565.250 Invasion of privacy definitions All except prior offender were reenacted in 

565.002 

565.253 Second degree invasion of privacy  565.252 

566.025 When evidence that defendant has committed 

other charged and uncharged crimes of a 

sexual nature involving victims under 

fourteen admissible to prove propensity to 

commit crime 

No, was found unconstitutional by Missouri 

Supreme Court 

566.140 Treatment and rehabilitation program for sex 

offenders – when, restrictions, etc. 

557.051 

566.141 All probation and parole to be conditioned  on 

receiving appropriate treatment 

557.051 

567.040 Provision stating that it’s no defense to 

prostitution crimes that both persons were the 

same sex or they were different sexes.  

No 

568.100 Factors to consider in establishing age of a 

child participating in sexual performance 

573.050 

568.120 Treatment program for first time offenders of 

sections 568.020, 568.060, 568.080 & 

568.090 

557.051 

569.025 Pharmacy robbery in the first degree 570.023 except under that section it does not 

carry the penalty of 10 years required 

imprisonment before being eligible for parole 

or conditional release 

569.035 Second degree pharmacy robbery  No 

569.067 Crime of negligently starting a fire on 

cropland, grassland, marsh, prairie, woodland 

569.065 
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569.094 Provision stating that computer printouts are 

competent evidence for the purposes of 

prosecution of certain computer tampering 

crimes.  

No 

570.033 Stealing animals  570.030 

570.040 Third offense of stealing  570.030 

570.050 Aggregated amounts  570.030 

570.055 Stealing utility wires or pipes  570.030 

570.080 Receiving stolen property 570.030 

570.155 Sports bribery  578.398 and 578.399 

570.160 Crime of false advertising 570.140 

570.170 Crime of bait advertising 570.140 

570.190 Crime of telephone service fraud  No 

570.200 Library theft provisions No 

570.210 Library theft provisions No 

570.215 Library theft provisions No 

570.226 Prohibits unauthorized recording for profit 570.225 

570.230 Prohibits sale or offer to sale of unauthorized 

recording 

570.225 

570.235 Definitions for sections 570.225 to 570.255 570.225 

570.240 Label required for certain types of recordings 570.225 

570.241 Prohibits sale of item produced in violation of 

law 

570.225 

570.245 Exemptions from sections 570.225 to 570.255 570.225 

570.255 Violations, penalties of sections 570.225 to 

570.255 

570.225 

571.017 Exception for imposition of sentence for both 

armed criminal action and crime committed 

with deadly weapon 

571.015 

571.030 Penalty for unlawful use of weapons 571.031 to 571.043 

571.072 Unlawful possession of an explosive weapon  571.070 

571.080 Crime of transfer of concealable firearms  No 

573.013 Role of attorney general when venue cannot 

be determined  

542.425 

573.500 Definitions  573.010 

573.528 Definitions  573.010 and 573.531 
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574.030 Definition of peace disturbance 574.020 and 574.005 

575.350 Killing/disabling a police animal 575.353 

577.026 When chemical tests and results are valid Already codified in 577.020 

577.065 Required information accidents involving all-

terrain vehicles 

577.060 

577.071 Illegal disposal of solid waste Already law under 260.211 and 260.212 

577.090 Provision saying that law enforcement 

officers, agents of the conservation 

commission, and members of the highway 

and water patrol may enforce the offenses of 

littering and abandoning a vehicle, trailer, or 

vessel 

No 

577.105 Crime of refusing to immediately relinquish a 

party line 

No 

577.110  Crime of operating motor vehicle under the 

age of 16 

No 

577.160 Definitions  577.161 

577.201 Definition of “flight crew member” 577.015 

577.206 Implied consent to chemical tests for aircraft 

operators 

577.020 

577.208 Procedure for chemical tests re: intoxication-

related aircraft offenses  

577.020 

577.211 Implied consent by dead person to chemical 

tests relating to operating an aircraft while 

intoxicated 

577.033 

577.214 Admissibility of chemical test results relating 

to operating an aircraft while intoxicated 

577.021 

578.105 Procedure for additional counties who may be 

exempted from Section 578.100 

Already exempted from law.  

578.106 Certain areas may be exempt from Sunday 

sales law 

Already exempted from law. 

578.110 Procedure for counties who may be exempted 

from Section 578.100 

578.100 

578.120 Prohibits sale of motor vehicle on Sundays, 

exception 

578.100 

578.200 Title of “Cave Resources Act”  No 
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578.205 Definitions for “cave resources act”  No 

578.220 Definitions for sections 578.200 to 578.225 569.137 

578.225 Penalty for violation of sections 578.200 to 

578.225 

569.137 

578.353 Immunity from civil liability, when 578.350 

578.360 Definitions for section 578.360 to 578.365 578.365 

578.363 Colleges & Universities to have written 

policy to prohibit hazing 

578.365 

578.375 Definitions for food stamp crimes  No 

578.389 Enhanced penalty for multiple convictions 570.408 

578.409 Penalties for violation of section 578.407 578.405. Under current law, the offense is a 

class A misdemeanor if the damage is more 

than $300, it is a class D felony if the damage 

is $301 to $10,000, it is a class C felony if the 

damage is $10,001 to $100,000; and a class B 

felony if the damage exceeds $100,000. 

Under this act, it is a class A misdemeanor if 

the damage is $49 or less, a class E felony if 

the damage is $50 to $749, a class D felony if 

the damage is $750 to $999, a class C felony 

if the damage is $1000 to $24,999, a class B 

felony if the damage is $25,000 or more.    

578.412 Authority to investigate violations for sections 

578.405 to 578.412 

578.405 

578.414 Crop protection act 569.132 

578.418 Penalties for violating crop protection act 569.132 

578.420 Authority to investigate violations for sections 

578.414 to 578.420 

569.132 

578.433 Unlawful to maintain public nuisance 578.430 

578.530 Affirmative defense 578.520 and 578.525 

 


